Crop youtube

Have you ever wanted to send a friend or colleague a short and important snippet of a YouTube
video without linking them to the entire thing? Along with making video clips shareable with
friends, cropping and trimming YouTube videos is a tactic that many viral marketers and
influencers use. How do they make it look so easy? All you need is a video link and to know
which video trimming web service is best. YT Cutter is our pick for the best overall web-based
YouTube trimmer and downloader. It has a clean and intuitive interface and provides numerous
download options. The process is simple. Everything before and after this range will be cut out.
If satisfied, you can download your selected clip in various formats. In rare instances after
selecting a format, you may get an error stating that a rate limit set by YouTube has been
exhausted. If you wait several seconds before trying again, your download should start
successfully. If not, give it a bit of time and try again. On the ytCropper website, start by pasting
the link of a YouTube video and clicking the Crop! Rather than asking users to click on a button
to determine the stop and start points, you drag these elements of the UI. One immediate
downside of cropping on ytCropper is that this system does not support fractions of seconds,
meaning your clip may be less precise. On the upside, these markers act as visual indicators for
you to see where exactly along the play bar your cropped clip is located. It makes extending or
shortening the selection very easy. Here, your video clip can be played. We hope they can be
helpful! Using it, you can find some great ways to improve your YouTube viewing experience.
Craig is a long-time writer, coder, and marketer with years of experience in the technology and
gaming spaces. Since , he's worked remotely with some of the most notable publications in
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Read Craig's Full Bio. We hate spam too, unsubscribe at any time. Do not share my Personal
Information. Have you ever wanted to get rid of unwanted objects in your YouTube videos? Say
for instance you shot a great scene and everything was perfect except for 30 seconds in when a
stranger photobombed the frame in the far left corner. One of the most difficult things about
shooting a YouTube video is getting the framing right. This can happen far too often, especially
if shooting in public places and outdoors. You can do this by either hitting the blue Choose file
button or - if on a desktop machine - dragging and dropping the file into the page. You can also
add a clip directly from your Dropbox or Google Drive account, if you like, just select from the
options on the small, downwards facing arrow on the right side of the Choose file button. To
make things easier, there are crop size presets for different social media formats. For YouTube
video, hit the preset ratio crop size and then select the desired area using the preview box to
make it fit the frame you want. After a few moments, your video will be cropped, converted and
processed and will be ready to be saved back onto your device. Not happy with the result? Sign
in via Facebook Sign in via Google. How to crop your YouTube video and download the result
One of the most difficult things about shooting a YouTube video is getting the framing right. Get
cropping The second stage of the tool will allow you to crop and edit the actual shape of the
video. Save your new clip After a few moments, your video will be cropped, converted and
processed and will be ready to be saved back onto your device. Interesting articles. How to
compress video on Android phone. How to compress a video file for Email for free. How to
speed up a video from YouTube online. How to make a video longer to post on Instagram
online. How to combine photos into video easily. Sign in to continue Get incredible features and
save you videos to your account Sign in via Facebook Sign in via Google. Most popular. Trusted
by over 4 million users every month. By submitting payment information, you are
acknowledging our Refund Policy. YouTube videos are great but quite often we want the
particular part of the video only. Yes, we need to take part of YouTube videos in order to remove
the unwanted parts. This can be simple: if you are uploading a video to YouTube, YouTube
provides the solution readily; but if you want to crop and download YouTube videos, it's a little
bit tricky. Now never mind. Whether you want crop a YouTube video and save it, or clip
YouTube videos for upload, this guide on how to cut YouTube videos will help. Whether you
want to crop a YouTube video for upload, or cut youtube video and save offline, the
professional YouTube video cutter MacX Video Converter Pro will satisify your needs by
resizing a YouTube video to the aspect ratio of , , other settings. YouTube has been provided
with features to help users make the size of the video to be uploaded acceptable without the
need of any third-party tools or applications. Those features are simple, with only a few editing
functions. While they cannot cut YouTube video and download it, they works well as a YouTube
resizing videos solution for uploading. To take parts of the YouTube videos you don't want, just
follow the guide below:. YouTube editor is a web helper that comes with a few of simple editing
features including a YouTube video cropper. With it, users can further customize the video to be
uploaded with functions like trimming, adding music, special tools and effects etc. Step 2 : To
cut a video for YouTube, drag and drop the video into the video editing section. Step 3 : Move
your mouse over the video and click the scissors icon to start YouTube video cropping. Move

this to the exact position where you want to clip the YouTube video, then click on the scissors
button to decide the parts of YouTube videos. Click on Save. This will save your edit in the
YouTube video editor. To upload to YouTube, click on the Publish button in the upper right
hand corner of the editor. For your older uploaded YouTube videos, you can also use the
formatting tags to further remove the unwanted parts from the YouTube videos. The formatting
tag is especially useful when the aspect ratio is wrong or to remove the black bars around the
window. Step 1 : Login and click the YouTube video manager. Click the edit icon on the video
you want to cut. Step 3 : Click the "Video Manager" link to return to your list of uploaded videos.
Click the thumbnail of the video you resized to view its new dimensions. The software comes
with a variety of useful YouTube video editing features which will cover the needs of users to
adjust the YouTube video before upload or after download. First of all, free download this
YouTube video cropper on your computer. Step 1 : For those who want to splice YouTube video
and download it, we'll need to download the YouTube video first. Launch the software and click
"YouTube" on the main interface. Step 2 : After the video is detected, click "Auto add to convert
list" to enter the format profile list and choose the output format or device and resolution. In
addition to YouTube, you are allowed to free download music, videos, movies, Tv shows etc
from Dailymotion, Vimeo, Vevo, Metacafe and more sites. Then click the scissor icon and enter
to the video editing page. Step 5 : In the YouTube video editing interface, you can either adjust
the cropping size manually by enter the exact width and height below the viewing window, or
select either , , aspect ratio for your device. Then click "Done" and the YouTube video cutter will
automatically crop the YouTube video and save it. Download for Mac Download for PC. Besides,
the YouTube video cropping software can not only clip YouTube videos, but also comes with
various useful editing features to cut videos, add subtitles, merge, trim, adjust video settings
etc. Related Articles. How-to Articles. Although YouTube offers video editing features for users
to edit videos before uploading or even after publishing, yet the built-in video editor can only
implement some basic editing functions, which can barely satiate the needs of most users. For
example, you can't crop video on YouTube directly. Therefore, this article aims to introduce two
handy tools to crop YouTube videos. Moreover, the highly recommended YouTube cropper for
easy cropping task can be downloaded here:. In some cases, when we upload a video to
YouTube , we may find that this video doesn't fit the screen completely, so there will be some
black bars. Or we want to remove some unwanted parts before we upload videos to YouTube.
Sometimes we also want to download only a specific section from a YouTube video. To achieve
all the purposes, a good YouTube video cropper is necessary. Here I will show you how to crop
a YouTube video step by step with two great video croppers. Need an easy and fast way to crop
YouTube videos? It allows you to edit videos by cropping, clipping, merging, adding special
effects, etc. The software enables you to not only crop videos on your computer for uploading
but also download YouTube videos. It also allows you to change video aspect ratio from to , to ,
etc. Every feature is self-explanatory and easy to use. The following tutorial teaches you how to
crop a YouTube video in detail. WonderFox does not advocate downloading copyright content
for commercial purpose and other illegal intentions. Before start, please free download free
download and install the software on Windows. Then click on the Add Files button and select
the video from your computer or directly drag and drop it into the software. Once the analysis
process is complete, choose a resolution and format, and finally click on the Download All
button to add the YouTube video. Click on the Crop button on the lower right corner of each
video. Then the Crop window will pop up. Drag the dashed-line rectangle on the left screen to
delineate the section you want to keep. Meanwhile, the cropped video will be displayed on the
right side. You can click on the triangle button on the left to play the video while you frame the
desired area. Apart from solving the problem of how to crop a YouTube video, it can rotate
videos and flip videos. Press the Parameter settings button, and you can adjust the video
parameters like aspect ratio, resolution, and bitrate. It's all up to you. Click on the triangle icon
at the bottom of the software and specify the output path for saving the cropped video. Finally,
click on Run to start the whole process. The software supports batch conversion mode so you
can crop multiple video files at the same to save much more time. If you don't want to install
software on your computer, you can also use online YouTube video croppers to complete the
task. Online Video Cutter is a good option. Step 3. Once the uploading process is finished, click
on the crop icon, and then drag the rectangle on the video to define the crop area. Besides, you
can select a specific proportion between width and height from , , , , and more for different
screens. Now you can choose the one you like from the methods above on how to crop a
YouTube video easily. Moreover, its built-in editor allows you to crop and cut videos easily. All
Rights Reserved. Free Download. Recommended by the author. How to Crop a YouTube Video.
Step 1. Step 2. Step 4. Crop Videos for YouTube Online. Click on Choose file and upload a video
from your computer to the site. Finally, click on Save to crop YouTube videos. But sometimes,

you might wish to crop a video before uploading it to the YouTube or make more editings on the
YouTube video. Then, the built-in YouTube video editing tool is definately cannot satisfy your
needs, and you're going to find a more effective way to crop, edit YouTube videos and save it,
right? In this post, you're going to learn 2 different ways to crop a YouTube video within few
clicks. And one of them can also help you split, cut, combine, rotate, reverse a video without
any restrictions. This post will not only guide you to crop a YouTube video, but also show you
the simple way to edit YouTube or other types of videos with clear guideline. Its easy video
editing mode helps any beginner to do basic editing as ease as a breeze. And it also enables
users to cut, trim, join, rotate, and customize a video for YouTube, Viemo, etc. The second
alternative is dragging and dropping the videos and it's simple, easy and time-conscious.
Before cropping the video, you need to drag and drop your YouTube video to the timeline first.
When you start cropping your file, select the video then right click to choose "Crop and Zoom"
button to mark key areas for cropping. For more video editing skills, please click here. Make
sure you have saved all the changes made otherwise they will disappear and leave you in
regrets. Here you can directly upload cropped video to YouTube. As a start, you should know
how to access YouTube Video Editor and it's done by first signing in to an account on YouTube.
After that, click the button marked "upload" on the upper side of the page and then click on
"edit". Your videos will be successfully added to YouTube and allow you to start the cropping
process. Make sure you have precision in every step you move in editing videos on YouTube
considering they are already visible by other people. Any mistakes will be shameful. To crop,
you will use the cursor and place it in sections where you want content erased. Put it at the start
point and then finish point. There is an icon showing scissors which you should click to have
the snip marker pop up. That should be moved to the exact position where you want content
erased and then click on the scissors icon. The content will be automatically deleted. In case
you want to enhance your video right in YouTube, there are several effects to add and they
include text, slow motion and rotation. If you don't know how to upload video to YouTube,
below steps are the simple instructions for you:. Step 1. Sign in to your YouTube account and
then click on the "upload" button visible on the top side of the page. Step 2. It is important you
choose privacy settings for the video you are uploading at this step. After that, choose the
video to upload by browsing through the computer folders. Step 3. Once uploaded, click on
"publish" and the uploading process will be completed. Your video will be uploaded to YouTube
for other people to view freely. There are 2 different ways to crop YouTube videos online or
offline, which one are you ready to try? If you just want to crop an uploaded YouTube video,
then the built-in YouTube video editor is the best option under this situation. Well, the Filmora
Video Editor can works well no matter you're online or offline, and you can save the project files
on your local disk for further editing as you like. Crop Videos 1. Crop Video 1. Alternative
Solutions 2. Top List 3. Well, you've been the right place. The advanced tips? Now, let's get
started Part 1. Free Download Free Download. Easily crop, trim, rotate, split, combine videos
and upload to your own YouTube account with 1 simple click. Add, mute or detach background
music of your video according to your needs. Effects Store continuously provides the latest,
popular effects under various themes. Product-related questions? Peopel Also Ask. What's
Wondershare ID? Wondershare ID is an easy way to access Filmora's resources, keep track of
your product's activation status, and manage your purchases. More products and services will
be connected in the future. Filmstock is an amazing source of effects resources for Filmora
users to use in their videos! You'll find animated titles, motion graphics, filters, intros, overlays,
and more. To get effects packs you need to log in from the Effects Store with your Wondershare
ID, and subscribe for access to all Filmora's effects. Click here to learn more details about
Filmora's effects. We are trying our best to help you with smart solutions that makes your
digital life become more creative and productive. Click here to know more about what are the
best software in different categories and get the one most suitable for you. Before you upload
videos to YouTube, how can you crop these videos if you have the need? When you find some
favorite YouTube videos, how can you crop YouTube videos to remove the black edges? Have
any demand to crop YouTube videos after you've uploaded them to YouTube? Surely, a good
tool can be a great helper to chop YouTube videos. This post will show you simple ways to cut
the unnecessary parts from YouTube videos. Free Media Downloader can be your best choice.
This video tool offers downloading and crop features for you to customize the video files with
ease. Just download and install this free YouTube downloader to your computer. Install it after
successful installation. Access YouTube online site and copy the link of video you want to
download in address bar. Select video resolution and click OK to begin the download process.
For cropping or clipping the YouTube video file, you need another software, Video Converter
Ultimate. Free download it here, and launch it. Click the "Edit" button. Here, you can see the
video information clearly. You are able to adjust the crop area size, set the crop area position

and choose zoom mode optionally. For shortening the YouTube video file, click "Clip" in the
main interface. You have two choices to cut the YouTube video. One is pulling the small triangle
to cut the part what you want, the other is setting start time and end time to split your YouTube
movie. After you finish cutting one video, you can do the same operation to cut other YouTube
videos. If you want to free crop downloaded YouTube videos or crop videos before uploading to
YouTube, you should pay more attention to this part. Free Video Editor is introduced here. This
video editing freeware lets you crop video files into the ones you like without any hassle.
Besides video crop, you can also use this program to edit videos for YouTube. Download and
install Free Video Editor. Hit the button of "Crop" in the main interface and enter the video crop
window. Click "Add File" button to add the YouTube videos you want to crop. Or you are able to
directly drag and down and video file into the interface. From here, you are able to adjust the
crop area size. Also, you can choose to crop the video with keeping aspect ratio. For position of
crop area, you can personalize the left margin and top margin. Choose the zoom mode
according to your need. For cutting the YouTube video, you need to select "Basic Clip" and set
the starting point and ending point for the YouTube video. Finally, click the "Save" button to
crop the video for YouTube. After that, click the "Open Output Folder" button to check the
cropped video file. For more information about how to crop YouTube videos, you can check the
video below:. Want to cut YouTube video after uploading it to YouTube? Then YouTube Video
Editor can help you. Step 2 Add the YouTube video to cut. You need to add the YouTube video
to the timeline. Drag and drop the YouTube video from video pool to the timeline or simple click
the plus icon to load the target YouTube video. Step 3 To clip the YouTube video, you need to
use the cursor and place it in sections that you want to remove. Put it at the start point and then
end point. You'll notice a scissors-alike icon you should click to have the snip marker pop up.
That should be moved to the exact position of ready-to-erased content and then click on the
scissors icon. The content will be automatically cropped away. If you want to crop a video
uploaded by someone else, just download the video firstly with the third-party software firstly
and then crop or trim it as you like. Learn here how to download YouTube videos. You can
download the videos from YouTube firstly, and then crop it. Alternatively, you can also use the
online tool, ytCropper. Just put the YouTube video link into this software, and it will detect this
video, set the starting time, and ending time. Click Crop to download part of the YouTube video.
After following the steps in this post to record the MP3 audio from YouTube firstly, and use the
clip feature while previewing the song to set the starting and ending time to cut the song. We
mainly talked about how to crop YouTube videos in this post. We show you three different ways
to crop a YouTube video. After the YouTube video cropping, you can get the main parts you
really care about. If you still have any question, you can leave us a message. Always watch
YouTube videos online? Want to know more about YouTube? Learn how to download, edit and
convert YouTube videos and more from this page. How to crop video for Insta? How to add
music to Instagram video? Find the best video editor for Instagram to do that in this post. This
page will show you four ways of cropping PDF file online or with cropping tool. Read and get
step-by-step guides and overviews of those GIF cropper programs. Here you can get more
options to make videos for sharing. Really like some video games and even want to get video
game ringtones for calls or messages? Learn to free download video game ringtones here.
About Privacy Tutorial. YouTube Video Editing 1. Edit YouTube Videos 2. Edit YouTube Videos
Online 3. Combine YouTube Videos 4. Speed Up YouTube Videos 5. Trim a YouTube Video 6.
Slow Down YouTube Videos 7. Crop YouTube Videos 8. Rotate YouTube Video 9. YouTube Slow
Motion Zoom YouTube Video. Support p HD video downloads and conversion from online sites.
Free Download Free Download. Can you crop someone else's YouTube video? How to
download part of YouTube video? How can I cut a song from YouTube? What do you think of
this post? Leave your comment and join our discussion. All rights reserved. Back to top. Click
"Crop" to be prompted to select the start and stop times of your desired cropped YouTube
video. Whether via Facebook, Twitter, email or text message, you can create a custom length,
sharable link or embed from any YouTube Video. Once
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you've selected the video you wish to crop and have entered the YouTube video link into YT
Cropper, you will be able to set video start and stop times. This is a simple-to-use timeline bar
which allows you to click and drag the slider along the bar to choose the times for your cropped
video. The attention span of web users is limited, so perhaps you are trying to get a point
across in a very short time period. If so, YT Cropper is the perfect tool for your needs. Upon
clicking "Crop" in the previous page, you will be provided with the embed code, as well as a

direct link. The embed link is great for adding to your personal website. It requires minimal
coding experience, but produces a professional result that even an expert coder could admire.
Use the direct link to place your cropped YouTube video on places like social media, profile
pages, or send it via email, text, or other messenger application. Proudly Used On:. Sign In
Register. Sign In. Password: Characters. Re-Enter Password:.

